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Roots, Shoots, Buckets & Boots
Plant Craft
The premier resource in the field of Form 5500
preparation, 5500 Preparer's Manual will help you
handle the required annual Form 5500 filings for both
pension benefits and welfare benefit plans. Written by
experts in the field of Form 5500 preparation, the
2017 Plan Years edition provides: Up-to-date, line-byline explanations, making it easy to prepare forms for
filings. At-a-glance charts and examples covering key
requirements, filing summaries, due dates, penalties,
and more. Easy to understand Practice Pointers and
Items to Note throughout Prevent filing rejections with
all EFAST2 edit checks conveniently noted at each
applicable line item. Step-by-step instructions for
electronic filing, including electronic signatures,
transmission, and accessing government software.
Our popular most current NAIC Codes Listing for
accurate Schedule A completion. DOL and IRS Internet
links throughout for easy reference. The 2017 Plan
Years edition has been completely updated to include
guidance on: Changes to the 2017 Form 5500 series
as well other forms (including Form SS-4 and Form
W-12). Overview of proposed Form 5500
modernization changes for 2019 or later plan years as
they apply to each schedule. Proposed requirement
for 2019 or later Form 5500 reporting for both large
and small health plans to file a proposed Schedule J
(Group Health Plan Information), in addition to
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completing certain Form 5500 elements. Late filings,
the DOL's Delinquent Filer Voluntary Compliance
(DFVC) Program, and the latest IRS rules that must be
satisfied in order to qualify for full relief under DFVC.
How to qualify for relief from the audit requirements
that apply to small pension plans. DOL Fiduciary Rule
updates and implementation effective dates.
Administrative guidelines to address situations where
plan participants are due their benefit but cannot be
located. The latest model language issued for
summary annual reports and annual funding notice
disclosures required of certain plans. And much more!
Previous Edition: 5500 Preparer's Manual for 2016
Plan Years, ISBN 9781454883654

Travels Through the French Riviera
A beautifully written, timeless tale by Cao Wenxuan,
best-selling Chinese author and 2016 recipient of the
prestigious Hans Christian Andersen Award. Sunflower
is an only child, and when her father is sent to the
rural Cadre School, she has to go with him. Her father
is an established artist from the city and finds his new
life of physical labor and endless meetings
exhausting. Sunflower is lonely and longs to play with
the local children in the village across the river. When
her father tragically drowns, Sunflower is taken in by
the poorest family in the village, a family with a son
named Bronze. Until Sunflower joins his family,
Bronze was an only child, too, and hasn’t spoken a
word since he was traumatized by a terrible fire.
Bronze and Sunflower become inseparable,
understanding each other as only the closest friends
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can. Translated from Mandarin, the story meanders
gracefully through the challenges that face the family,
creating a timeless story of the trials of poverty and
the power of love and loyalty to overcome hardship.

Farmers' Almanac 2008
100 Plants to Feed the Bees
The Low-Tech, No-Grow-Lights Approach to Abundant
Harvest Year-Round Indoor Salad Gardening offers
good news: with nothing more than a cupboard and a
windowsill, you can grow all the fresh salad greens
you need for the winter months (or throughout the
entire year) with no lights, no pumps, and no
greenhouse. Longtime gardener Peter Burke was tired
of the growing season ending with the first frost, but
due to his busy work schedule and family life, didn’t
have the time or interest in high-input grow lights or
greenhouses. Most techniques for growing what are
commonly referred to as “microgreens” left him
feeling overwhelmed and uninterested. There had to
be a simpler way to grow greens for his family
indoors. After some research and diligent
experimenting, Burke discovered he was right—there
was a way! And it was even easier than he ever could
have hoped, and the greens more nutrient packed. He
didn’t even need a south-facing window, and he
already had most of the needed supplies just sitting in
his pantry. The result: healthy, homegrown salad
greens at a fraction of the cost of buying them at the
market. The secret: start them in the dark. Growing
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“Soil Sprouts”—Burke’s own descriptive term for
sprouted seeds grown in soil as opposed to in
jars—employs a method that encourages a long stem
without expansive roots, and provides delicious salad
greens in just seven to ten days, way earlier than any
other method, with much less work. Indeed, of all the
ways to grow immature greens, this is the easiest and
most productive technique. Forget about grow lights
and heat lamps! This book is a revolutionary and
inviting guide for both first-time and experienced
gardeners in rural or urban environments. All you
need is a windowsill or two. In fact, Burke has grown
up to six pounds of greens per day using just the
windowsills in his kitchen! Year-Round Indoor Salad
Gardening offers detailed step-by-step instructions to
mastering this method (hint: it’s impossible not to
succeed, it’s so easy!), tools and accessories to have
on hand, seeds and greens varieties, soil and
compost, trays and planters, shelving, harvest and
storage, recipes, scaling up to serve local markets,
and much more.

Senescence
For the plant-obsessed woman of any age, this
humorous, illustrated little book celebrates the
devotion and quirky habits plants inspire. You know
you’re a crazy plant lady when watering is a hobby,
you can’t resist a cute pot, and just looking at
succulents and monsteras makes you smile. This
charming celebration of the plant lady lifestyle proves
that plant love is the joy that keeps growing. There
are sweet puns: Aloe you vera much. Plant lady
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dreams: thrifting the perfect vintage mister. Relatable
mantras: Every day is a good day to go plant
shopping. All featuring vibrant art by Isabel Serna
throughout—plus, a bonus sheet of plant-themed
stickers!

Killers of the Flower Moon
Nature's Best Hope
Plant a pumpkinseed with a child, and cultivate
wonder. This simple act of reconnecting with children
with nature is Sharon Lovejoy's purpose and joy and
gift. Author of Sunflower Houses: Garden Discoveries
for Children of All Ages and Hollyhock Days: Garden
Adventures for the Young at Heart, Sharon Lovejoy is
a nationally known garden writer whose books,
television specials, and projects at her learning
landscape in California have introduced thousands of
children to the pleasures of gardening. In her newest
book, Roots, Shoots, Buckets & Boots, she presents
12 spirited, easy-to-implement ideas for theme
gardens that parents and kids can grow together.
Illustrated throughout by the author's own lyrical
watercolors, each garden includes a plan, the planting
recipe -- seeds, seedlings, and growing instructions
spelled out step-by-step -- and activities. There's the
Pizza Patch , a giant-size wheel garden planted in
"slices" of tomatoes, zucchini, oregano, and basil. A
Flowery Maze to get lost in. A Moon Garden of nightblooming flowers, including a moonflower tent. And
Mother Nature's Medicine Chest. Discovery Walks
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teach kids how the gardens work, and a chapter on
gardening basics includes a child-friendly 10-Minute
Plan for planting and maintenance, plus a list of the
top 20 plants guaranteed to make gardeners out of
kids.

5500 Preparer's Manual for 2017 Plan
Years
Write down your plans, ideas, inspirations and
dreams, stories and shopping lists, appointments,
notes and things to remember, people to contact,
schedules, sizes, recipes, special dates and things
needed. Also great for goal setting, vacation planning,
garden planner, pet scheduler, as a gift journal, wish
book, love letter, and as an exercise, or meditation,
gratitude and prayer notebook. The story: A sun-filled
journal just for you! Open and fill it with your
surprises, your plans, your visions and stories, and
everything in between. Share your joy!

American Gardening
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Douglas W.
Tallamy’s first book, Bringing Nature Home,
awakened thousands of readers to an urgent
situation: wildlife populations are in decline because
the native plants they depend on are fast
disappearing. His solution? Plant more natives. In this
new book, Tallamy takes the next step and outlines
his vision for a grassroots approach to conservation.
Nature’s Best Hope shows how homeowners
everywhere can turn their yards into conservation
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corridors that provide wildlife habitats. Because this
approach relies on the initiatives of private
individuals, it is immune from the whims of
government policy. Even more important, it’s
practical, effective, and easy—you will walk away with
specific suggestions you can incorporate into your
own yard. If you’re concerned about doing something
good for the environment, Nature’s Best Hope is the
blueprint you need. By acting now, you can help
preserve our precious wildlife—and the planet—for
future generations.

Max Plants a Seed
Too busy with school, soccer, and other activities, a
young boy who wants to cheer up the sad, lonely
moon presents the reader with a step-by-step plan for
becoming the the first human to bicycle to the moon.

Gardening Illustrated
This national award winning book was developed
especially for Master Gardener volunteers and home
gardeners and is a primary source for research-based
information on gardening and landscaping
successfully in North Carolina and the Southeast. A
fundamental reference for any seasoned gardener,
the North Carolina Extension Gardener Handbook is
also written to appeal to beginners just getting their
hands dirty. It explains the "why and how" basics of
gardening from soils and composting to vegetable
gardening and wildlife management. Advice on
garden design, preparation, and maintenance covers
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all types of plantings including lawns, ornamentals,
fruits, trees, and containers. This handbook provides
color images, detailed graphics, diagnostic tables,
case studies, frequently asked questions, and specific
management strategies for insects, diseases, weeds,
and other pests. Written by a team of the state's
leading horticulture experts, it contains a wealth of
information to support you in creating and managing
thriving gardens, lawns, and landscapes. The North
Carolina Extension Gardener Handbook is an essential
book for serious gardeners in North Carolina and the
Southeast. Want to learn more? * Visit go.ncsu.edu/eghandbook to view information contained in this book
in an open access format. * Access free gardening
resources from NC State Extension by visiting
gardening.ces.ncsu.edu. * Find the Extension center
in your county to speak with local experts by visiting
www.ces.ncsu.edu/directory. * Become a Master
Gardener volunteer and join an outstanding group of
life-long learners working together to change the
world. Learn how at ncemgv.org.

Nyamira County
"Up in the garden, the world is full of green--leaves
and sprouts, growing vegetables, ripening fruit. But
down in the dirt there is a busy world of earthworms
digging, snakes hunting, skunks burrowing, and all
the other animals that make a garden their home. In
this exuberant book, discover the wonder and activity
that lie hidden between the stalks, under the shade of
leaves and down in the dirt."-Page 9/24
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No-Waste Organic Gardening
In this irresistible marriage of watercolorist’s
sketchbook and traveler’s guide, Virginia Johnson
lovingly captures the magic of one of the world’s most
storied regions, the French Riviera. We walk the
Promenade des Anglais in Nice. Shop for handmade
sandals at Rondini in Saint-Tropez. Visit the Madoura
workshop in Antibes, where Picasso discovered his
genius for pottery. Meet legendary characters like
Pierre Gruneberg, a swimming instructor who taught
Jean Cocteau, Brigitte Bardot, Paul McCartney, and
many others. Saturated with the limpid colors of sea
and sun, the dazzling greens of verdant gardens, and
the rose and ochre of sunbaked villas and joyous with
paisleys and blue-striped sailor’s shirts and the
riotous look of a patisserie window filled with
confections, Travels Through the French Riviera is a
gift book of visual wonder, the souvenir every
Francophile will want. But it is also a quirky yet
singularly useful travel guide, whether showing how
to order coffee like a local, plan a beach day at
Menton, or hike the Cap Ferrat peninsula or where to
taste the best ice cream in Antibes (at Amarena—try
the mint).

North Carolina Extension Gardener
Handbook
A young boy creates a summer playhouse by planting
sunflowers and saves the seeds to make another
house the next year.
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Insects and Gardens
#1 Amazon Best Seller — Welcome to the farm! The
Cut Flower Garden: Erin Benzakein is a florist-farmer,
leader in the locaflor farm-to-centerpiece movement,
and owner of internationally renowned Floret Flower
Farm in Washington's lush Skagit Valley. A stunning
flower book: This beautiful guide to growing,
harvesting, and arranging gorgeous blooms yearround provides readers with vital tools to nurture a
stunning flower garden and use their blossoms to
create show-stopping arrangements. Floret Farm's
Cut Flower Garden: Cut Flower Garden is equal parts
instruction and inspiration—a book overflowing with
lush photography of magnificent flowers and
breathtaking arrangements organized by season. Find
inspiration in this lush flower book: Irresistible photos
of Erin's flower farm that showcase exquisite blooms
Tips for growing in a variety of spaces and climates
Step-by-step instructions for lavish garlands, airy
centerpieces, and romantic floral décor for every
season If you liked Paris in Bloom, you'll love Floret
Farm's Cut Flower Garden.

Vegetable farm business plan
The book "Senescence" is aimed to describe all the
phenomena related to aging and senescence of all
forms of life on Earth, i.e. plants, animals and the
human beings. The book contains 36 carefully
reviewed chapters written by different authors,
aiming to describe the aging and senescent changes
of living creatures, i.e. plants and animals.
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Lola Plants a Garden
Introduces readers to Max's day of planting a seed.
Discusses the concept of a sunflower's life cycle
through Max's planting experience.Additional features
to aid comprehension include vivid photographs,
Common Core questions and activities, a phonetic
glossary, and sources for further research.

Year-Round Indoor Salad Gardening
How does your garden grow? Book-loving Lola is
inspired by a collection of garden poems that she
reads with her mommy. She wants to plant her own
garden of beautiful flowers, so she and Mommy go to
the library to check out books about gardening. They
choose their flowers and buy their seeds. They dig
and plant. And then they wait. Lola finds it hard to
wait for her flowers to grow, but she spends the time
creating her own flower book. Soon she has a garden
full of sunflowers and invites all of her friends for
cakes and punch and a story amongst the flowers.
Lola is a beloved character that continues to shine for
young readers. Her curiosity and love of books is
infectious. Parents and children love sharing Lola's
stories. Rosalind Beardshaw's beautiful illustrations
highlight Lola's close-knit family and how they use
stories and books to interact with their world. Lola's
brightly colored and growing garden is the perfect
surrounding for this bright little girl.

The Sunflowers Are Mine
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Turn a shady yard into a sumptuous garden Shade is
one of the most common garden situations
homeowner’s have, but with the right plant
knowledge, you can triumph over challenging areas
and learn to embrace shade as an opportunity instead
of an obstacle. Glorious Shade celebrates the benefits
of shade and shows you how to make the most of it.
This information-rich, hardworking guide is packed
with everything you need to successfully garden in
the shadiest corners of a yard. You'll learn how to
determine what type of shade you have and how to
choose the right plants for the space. The book also
shares the techniques, design and maintenance tips
that are key to growing a successful shade garden.
Stunning color photographs offer design inspiration
and reveal the beauty of shade-loving plants.

The Sun and Her Flowers
In this second book in the internationally successful
No-Waste Gardening series, learn how to recycle and
repurpose your way to a successful, productive, and
eco-friendly organic garden! In No-Waste Organic
Gardening, author Shawna Coronado guides you
toward a more sustainable landscape with dozens of
tips, tricks, and solutions that save you time and
money—all while saving the planet, too! A revision of
Shawna's previous title,101 Organic Gardening Hacks,
this new book tackles waste-reducing gardening in a
clever, accessible way. Learn how to: Upcycle
household discards to grow seedlings Turn yard
debris into “black gold” in a DIY compost bin Control
pests with traps made from household discards Build
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a rain barrel from an old trash can Mix up your own
potting soil to reduce plastic bag waste Protect spring
plantings with repurposed jugs, jars, and containers
Build a new raised bed with everyday items—no
power tools required! Plus, you’ll find solutions to
common garden problems and plenty of innovative
and resourceful ways to reduce your outgoing waste.
Conquering the increasingly important art of
responsible gardening is a whole lot easier than you
might think, with help from No-Waste Organic
Gardening. For more advice on living waste-free,
explore the first book in the No-Waste Gardening
series, No-Waste Kitchen Gardening.

The Garden
Sunflower Houses
Lizards and snakes (squamate reptiles) are the most
diverse vertebrate group in Australia, with
approximately 1000 described species, representing
about 10% of the global squamate diversity.
Squamates are a vital part of the Australian
ecosystem, but their conservation has been hindered
by a lack of knowledge of their diversity, distribution,
biology and key threats. The Action Plan for Australian
Lizards and Snakes 2017 provides the first
comprehensive assessment of the conservation status
of Australian squamates in 25 years. Conservation
assessments are provided for 986 species of
Australian lizards and snakes (including sea snakes).
Over the past 25 years there has been a substantial
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increase in the number of species and families
recognised within Australia. There has also been an
increase in the range and magnitude of threatening
processes with the potential to impact squamates.
This has resulted in an increase in the proportion of
the Australian squamate fauna that is considered
Threatened. Notably over this period, the first known
extinction (post-European settlement) of an Australian
reptile species occurred – an indication of the
increasingly urgent need for better knowledge and
management of this fauna. Six key recommendations
are presented to improve the conservation
management and plight of Australian squamates. This
Action Plan represents an essential resource for
research scientists, conservation biologists,
conservation managers, environmental consultants,
policy makers from Commonwealth and
State/Territory governments, and the herpetological
community.

Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden
This is the story of one of the world’s most iconic
images. Martin Bailey explains why Van Gogh painted
a series of sunflower still lifes in Provence. He then
explores the subsequent adventures of the seven
pictures, and their influence on modern art. Through
the Sunflowers, we gain fresh insights into Van Gogh’s
life and his path to fame. Based on original research,
the book is packed with discoveries – throwing new
light on the legendary artist.

American Hereford Journal
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The international bee crisis is threatening our global
food supply, but this user-friendly field guide shows
what you can do to help protect our pollinators. The
Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation offers
browsable profiles of 100 common flowers, herbs,
shrubs, and trees that support bees, butterflies,
moths, and hummingbirds. The recommendations are
simple: pick the right plants for pollinators, protect
them from pesticides, and provide abundant blooms
throughout the growing season by mixing perennials
with herbs and annuals! 100 Plants to Feed the Bees
will empower homeowners, landscapers, apartment
dwellers — anyone with a scrap of yard or a window
box — to protect our pollinators.

Glorious Shade
Wild Suburbia guides us through the process of
transforming a traditional, high water-use yard into a
peaceful habitat garden abounding with native plants.
Author Barbara Eisenstein emphasizes that gardening
is a rewarding activity rather than a finished product,
from removing lawns and getting in touch with a
yard's climate to choosing plants and helping them
thrive. Supplementing her advice with personal
stories from her decades of experience working with
native plants, Eisenstein illuminates the joys of
tending a native garden--and assures us that any
challenges, from managing pests to disapproving
neighbors, should never sap the enjoyment out of a
pleasurable and fulfilling hobby. For plant lovers
curious about their own ecosystems, Wild Suburbia
offers a style of gardening that nurtures biodiversity,
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deepens connection to place, and encourages new
and seasoned gardeners alike to experiment and
have fun.

Crazy Plant Lady
Divided into five chapters and illustrated by Kaur, the
sun and her flowers is a journey of wilting, falling,
rooting, rising, and blooming. A celebration of love in
all its forms. this is the recipe of life said my mother
as she held me in her arms as i wept think of those
flowers you plant in the garden each year they will
teach you that people too must wilt fall root rise in
order to bloom

Bronze and Sunflower
Discover the simple beauty of adding natural style to
a space! Not everyone has a garden—but with only a
handful of materials and a little bit of time, everyone
can bring the beauty of nature into their home. Plant
Craft features projects inspired by the natural world
and made out of live plants, cut flowers, foraged
branches, and more. You’ll learn how to create a
colorful floral mural, an elegant table centerpiece, a
serene underwater sculpture, a whimsical mobile, and
more. The step-by-step instructions are clear, easy to
follow, and fully illustrated with color photographs,
and the projects vary in difficulty. Given the right
care, they all have the potential to grace a home for a
long time.

Edible Landscaping 2017 Calendar
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Desert Southwest & Deep South
Sunflowers Journal
Provides weather predictions for the entire United
States and includes such features as the best days for
fishing, recipes from the Wild West, and tips for
tightwads.

Up in the Garden and Down in the Dirt
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD FINALIST "Disturbing and rivetingIt will sear
your soul." —Dave Eggers, New York Times Book
Review SHELF AWARENESS'S BEST BOOK OF 2017
Named a best book of the year by Wall Street Journal,
The Boston Globe, San Francisco Chronicle, GQ, Time,
Newsday, Entertainment Weekly, Time Magazine,
NPR's Maureen Corrigan, NPR's "On Point," Vogue,
Smithsonian, Cosmopolitan, Seattle Times,
Bloomberg, Lit Hub's "Ultimate Best Books," Library
Journal, Paste, Kirkus, Slate.com and Book Browse
From New Yorker staff writer David Grann, #1 New
York Times best-selling author of The Lost City of Z, a
twisting, haunting true-life murder mystery about one
of the most monstrous crimes in American history In
the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world
were members of the Osage Indian nation in
Oklahoma. After oil was discovered beneath their
land, they rode in chauffeured automobiles, built
mansions, and sent their children to study in Europe.
Then, one by one, the Osage began to be killed off.
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The family of an Osage woman, Mollie Burkhart,
became a prime target. Her relatives were shot and
poisoned. And it was just the beginning, as more and
more members of the tribe began to die under
mysterious circumstances. In this last remnant of the
Wild West—where oilmen like J. P. Getty made their
fortunes and where desperadoes like Al Spencer, the
“Phantom Terror,” roamed—many of those who dared
to investigate the killings were themselves murdered.
As the death toll climbed to more than twenty-four,
the FBI took up the case. It was one of the
organization’s first major homicide investigations and
the bureau badly bungled the case. In desperation,
the young director, J. Edgar Hoover, turned to a
former Texas Ranger named Tom White to unravel
the mystery. White put together an undercover team,
including one of the only American Indian agents in
the bureau. The agents infiltrated the region,
struggling to adopt the latest techniques of detection.
Together with the Osage they began to expose one of
the most chilling conspiracies in American history. In
Killers of the Flower Moon, David Grann revisits a
shocking series of crimes in which dozens of people
were murdered in cold blood. Based on years of
research and startling new evidence, the book is a
masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, as each step in
the investigation reveals a series of sinister secrets
and reversals. But more than that, it is a searing
indictment of the callousness and prejudice toward
American Indians that allowed the murderers to
operate with impunity for so long. Killers of the Flower
Moon is utterly compelling, but also emotionally
devastating.
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Fourteen Sunflower Seeds
A day in a life of a girl who takes the actions of others
and grows something beautiful.

How to Bicycle to the Moon to Plant
Sunflowers
It might be time to declare a truce with the insects in
our lives. With a sound basis in science and a
practical grounding in gardening experience, Grissell
introduces the reader to the role of insects in garden
ecology. Illustrated with gorgeous photographs and
now available in paperback, this book will be loved by
anyone seeking a greater appreciation and
understanding of these often-maligned garden
visitors.

The Action Plan for Australian Lizards
and Snakes 2017
Wild Suburbia
Ani Trime's Little Book of Affirmations
“Every thought I think is creating my future.” So begin
the 52 affirmations of Ani Trime, a beloved teacher in
the Tibetan Buddhist tradition who began her own life
as a gruff, plainspoken West Virginian. Noted for her
humor and no-nonsense approach to spiritual
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practice, Trime offers wise uplifting affirmations that
will resonate with everyone. Collected in an
appealing, pocket-size volume, Ani Trime’s Little Book
of Affirmations features original illustrations created
by 39 well-known contemporary commercial artists.
This publication conforms to the EPUB Accessibility
specification at WCAG 2.0 Level AA.

Farmer's Advocate and Home Journal
Growing for 100 - the complete year-round guide for
the small-scale market grower. Across North America,
an agricultural renaissance is unfolding. A growing
number of market gardeners are emerging to feed our
appetite for organic, regional produce. But most of
the available resources on food production are aimed
at the backyard or hobby gardener who wants to
supplement their family's diet with a few homegrown
fruits and vegetables. Targeted at serious growers in
every climate zone, Sustainable Market Farming is a
comprehensive manual for small-scale farmers raising
organic crops sustainably on a few acres. Informed by
the author's extensive experience growing a wide
variety of fresh, organic vegetables and fruit to feed
the approximately one hundred members of Twin
Oaks Community in central Virginia, this practical
guide provides: Detailed profiles of a full range of
crops, addressing sowing, cultivation, rotation,
succession, common pests and diseases, and harvest
and storage Information about new, efficient
techniques, season extension, and disease resistant
varieties Farm-specific business skills to help ensure a
successful, profitable enterprise Whether you are a
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beginning market grower or an established enterprise
seeking to improve your skills, Sustainable Market
Farming is an invaluable resource and a timely book
for the maturing local agriculture movement. Pam
Dawling is a contributing editor with Growing for
Market magazine. An avid vegetable grower, she has
been farming as a member of Twin Oaks Community
in central Virginia for over twenty years, where she
helps grow food for around one hundred people on
three and a half acres, and provides training in
sustainable vegetable production.

Sunflower House
A magical book of adventures and appreciations
written and illustrated by the author of Roots, Shoots,
Buckets & Boots this award-winning title was
published by a small press in Colorado in 1991. The
reviews say it all: A fetching primer on gardening for
children. . . . Irresistible (The Smithsonian). What
child, or indeed adult, would not be delighted?
Lovejoy's recollections are wonderful, as are the
illustrations (Victoria). Celebrating the lore of the
garden and the joy of interacting with nature,
Sunflower Houses is a unique garden lover's
miscellany, a collection of memories, poems,
activities, garden plans, crafts, botanical riddles,
stories, games, and planting projects. There are
inspirations for a Floral Clock Garden, A Child's Own
Rainbow, Faerie Tea Parties, and, of course, the
Sunflower House. Plus, from garden lovers, stories of
favorite flowers. Throughout are the artist's warm and
appealing watercolors of a life in gardening
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remembered.
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